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Potatoes gnocchi (dumplings) 
Ingredients and way of cooking 

THE RECIPE 
  

Potatoes, eggs and flour  

Potato gnocchi (dumplings) are a very popular dish in Italy and each region seared them in a 
different way: so there are Piedmontese potato gnocchi , with meat sauce or butter and 
cheese, Milanese, Bolognese and Neapolitan potato gnocchi 

The basic recipe is basically the same, change the seasonings with which the dumplings are 
presented. 

  
Ingredients for 4 people 

•600 gr of potatoes 
•1 egg yolk 
•200 gr of flour 
•salt 

  

keep the egg white for the next recipe :) 
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Potatoes gnocchi (dumplings) 
Ingredients and way of cooking 

THE RECIPE 
!  

Fill a large pot with cold water. Salt the water, then place potatoes in the pot. Bring the 
water to boil and cook the potatoes until they are tender. This takes about 30-40 
minutes. 

Remove the potatoes from the water and peel them. Work quickly so you can mash the 
potatoes when they are hot. Mash the potatoes with a potato masher. 

Incorporate egg when the mashed potatoes are a bit colder. Add the flour. 

Very gently knead the dough. You can add more flour  if the dough is too tacky.  

Cut dough into 8 pieces. Now gently roll each piece of dough into a snake-shaped log. 
Use a knife to cut pieces (2cm long) 

To shape the gnocchi hold a fork in one hand  and place a gnocchi pillow against the 
tines of the fork, cut ends out.  Use your thumb and press in and down the length of 
the fork. The gnocchi should curl into a slight "C" shape, good for catching sauce later. 
Dust gnocchi with a bit more of flour if needed.  

Now bring to boil a large pot of salted water. Cook the gnocchi by dropping them into 
the boiling water. 

They will be cooked when they will pop back up to the top.  
Remove them, add the sauce and serve. 

  



  

Potatoes gnocchi 
ICT 
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To prepare “Potatos gnocchi” form we learned to: 

1. search internet image storage/stock and buy the selected ones 

2.modify photos by using simple instruments as: cut, paste, reduce dimensions, etc.  

3. select a “pages” (Mac writing program) model and write on it  

4.take photos by tablet, transfer them on a  PC and send them by e-mail 

5. include photos in a writing document 

6.save the file in Adobe pdf  

   



  

Potatoes gnocchi 
English 
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To prepare the “Potatoes gnocchi” form, we learned to: 

1. use the “google translation” instruments 

2.use some new words  



Italian Spanish English

to add agregar  aggiungere 

to bake hornear  cuocere 

to beat batir  battere 

to boil hervir bollire 

to break romper rompere 

to brown dorar dorare

to chop picar, cortar en trozos  tritare 

to coat rebozar avvolgere/rivestire

to cook cocinar cucinare/cuocere

to cover cubrir coprire

to crush machacar schiacciare

to cut into strips cortar en tiritas  tagliare a listarelle

to defrost descongelar sbrinare

to dice cortar en cubitos tagliare a cubetti

to dissolve disolver  sciogliere 

to drain escurrir scolare 

to dry secar far seccare

to empty vaciar svuotare

to fill llenar  riempire 

to flip dar vuelta 20.to vibrazione 

to fold plegar piegare

to fry freir friggere

to grate rallar grattuggiare 

to heat calentar scaldare 

to knead amasar impastare

to incorporate aggiungere
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to mash schiacciare

to peel pelare/sbucciare

to roll arrotolare

to shape dare forma

Italian Spanish English
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